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Felipe de Castro, the vampire King of Louisiana (and Arkansas and Nevada), is in town. Itâ€™s the

worst possible time for a human body to show up in Eric Northmanâ€™s front yardâ€”especially the

body of a woman whose blood he just drank. Now itâ€™s up to Sookie and Bill, the official Area Five

investigator, to solve the murder. Sookie thinks that, at least this time, the dead girlâ€™s fate has

nothing to do with her. But she is wrong. She has an enemy, one far more devious than she would

ever suspect, whoâ€™s set out to make Sookieâ€™s world come crashing down.
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I (Sookie Stackhouse) turned on my computer and began to read the  reviews of the latest novel

about me by Charlaine Harris, Deadlocked. I read many negative and frustrated reviews by longtime

fans of my series, but one review that particularly caught my eye noted how often the same

information was repeated in the novel, over and over and over again, in needless and infuriating

ways sometimes three, four, or five times sometimes even within the span of only a few pages.I

turned off my computer, took a shower, then got ready for bed. My friend Tara, who, as noted in the

last chapter, just had two babies with her husband who's a stripper at Hooligan's (like I noted a few

paragraphs ago and also in Chapters 1, 3, 4, and 7) called. "Tara," I said, "I just sat down at my

computer and read a review of Charlaine Harris' Deadlocked that complained that the same

information was repeated in the novel, over and over and over again, in needless and infuriating



ways sometimes three, four, or five times sometimes even within the span of only a few pages." But

I knew this might stess out Tara, because (as I've just mentioned) she's just had two babies with her

husband, who's a stripper at Hooligan's. I could have read Tara's mind because I'm a telepath who

reads people's minds, in case you haven't gathered that from the previous 11 novels. But I didn't.

So I hung up.The next morning, after checking my mail three or four times and then sunbathing, I

went to my job as a waitress at Merlotte's. Because I'm a waitress who works at Merlotte's, which is

a bar where I'm a waitress. Perhaps I've mentioned this? Anyway, on the way in, I met my boss and

good friend Sam, who is a shifter, and also my boss and good friend.

Short on Story, Harris' Newest Book Fails Again*****Or, How Harris Let Alisha Down (who loved

Sookie forever and ever)**Rating details: I gave this three stars out of pity, then I got mad the more I

thought about the crap I'd just read, so I changed it to one star.I'm about to lay down the harsh on

the newest installment in a series I adore and it isn't going to be pretty because quite frankly, I'm

pissed. If you want to disagree with me, please do so. I have a lot to complain about and I didn't put

it all down, so please, tell me HOW AWESOME this book is. Just try.First, there wasn't much story.

My head was NOT spinning with new info to absorb as some readers have expressed. Harris does

not succeed in pulling her series out of a nose dive. It wasn't better than the last book. Those that

maintain the opposite seem to have come by an advanced copy of the book. Perhaps you gave the

book a few pity stars because you love Sook? Or maybe, you are like I was, HOPEFUL. Hopeful

that the story would advance? Hopeful it would improve? I get you.I'm sad that Harris is letting this

series die, as Sookie has been much loved. I'm sick of her though. I'm sick of Harris too for all she

complains about Sookie; in her 20+ years of writing she's never had a character that's been so

popular.**Warning--side rant about the TRUE BLOOD EXCUSE**Too many times I've read the

excuse that because It-Was-Made-Into-True-Blood-the-Work-Suffered. That line of BS does not

follow, folks. Harris is the author of her books. Alan Ball is the creator of True Blood. Harris' book

have lost their way. True Blood is HBO's biggest money maker since the Sopranos.
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